
BORDER PAVING LTD. hinton@borderpaving.com 1-888-8HOTMIX

Dear HOMEOWNER: 

Re: Road Reconstruction – Skyview (62st) Edson 

Providing the weather cooperates, we will be proceeding with the street reconstruction in the vicinity of your 

home on August 15, 2022. This process requires excavating the entire street and rebuilding the entire structure. 

Please be sure to move your vehicle from the site. During this time we ask that you DO NOT PARK on the 

street that is to be re-constructed. We expect the access to your driveway will be limited from August 15 to 

September7. If you require assistance with getting any items to your home please notify your onsite Border 

Paving representative and our crews will do what they can to safely accommodate your needs. 

BEFORE WE START 

As mentioned, please ensure that all vehicles are moved from the street. As a copy of this notice is copied to the 

Municipal By-Law office. No Parking and Construction signs, barricades and pylons are sometimes used on 

projects to control traffic or to protect the public from potential hazards either prior to starting work or during 

construction. Please do not remove any of these devices without first talking to your Border Paving representative. 

If they are creating a problem, notify your Border Paving representative and alternative arrangements may be 

possible. Please ensure that all breakables have been taken down from your shelves. 

DURING CONSTRUCTION 

Safety is a very important aspect of our operations. Please ensure that everyone including children and pets 

stays clear of the construction area whenever possible. The equipment we use can make unpredictable moves. 

The operator has limited outward visibility (blind spots) and the noise of the equipment often makes 

communication difficult.  Please do not allow water to run onto the street (ie. lawn and garden watering or 

washing of vehicles or equipment). Please do not move vehicles from areas that are wet and not yet landscaped 

onto the cleaned street as the mud tracking will also delay the construction. There will be limited access to your 

driveways for the duration of construction. Once the work is complete the road will become operational again. 

We will be mindful of garbage pickup and assist in ensuring that your bins are properly emptied. Please move 

them down to the edge of your yard and our crews can coordinate with GFL. Sometimes circumstances beyond 

our control such as weather, equipment requirements and other key factors may delay this project. If that occurs, 

you may call the toll free number for any updates. Hours of work will be approximately 7am-7pm. Moday to 

Saturday. 

Yours truly, 

Cameron Sharpe 
252 East River Road 
Hinton, AB T7V 2G3 
P. 780-865-7568
C. 780-446-2040
www.borderpaving.com
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